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ABOUT
RAHKAL SHELTON ROBERSON

Rahkal Shelton Roberson is a multi-talented author,
dynamic speaker, certified professional coach,
skilled educator, creative consultant, and CEO of
Be The Inspired You, a personal and professional
development brand.
She works with professionals, students, universities,
and organizations to cultivate talent while
empowering individuals to leverage their unique
skills and strengths for professional success.
Her mission is to serve and inspire others to live a
more purposed, fulfilling, and significant life. She
believes serving in this capacity better prepares
evolution in today's society and organizational
landscape.
She is a proud HBCU alum with a Master's in Media
Communications and Training from Governors State
University and a Bachelor's in Radio/TV/Film from
Texas Southern University.
Rahkal is the author of Woosah: A Survival Guide
for Women of Color Working In Corporate, Dreams
Bigger Than Texas: A Story of Faith, Purpose,
Perseverance, and Growth Into Womanhood, and
Blackbird: The Story of a SistaMom.

SPEAKING & WORKSHOP TOPICS
HYOUMAN IN THE WORKPLACE: LEVERAGING PERSONAL
SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS
COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
LIVING SIGNIFICANTLY & OPERATING IN EXCELLENCE
THE TRANSILIENT YOU: MASTERING RESILIENCE DURING
TIMES OF TRANSITION
IDENTITY CHRIST'S: FAITH, PURPOSE & WOMANHOOD

*other topics available upon request*
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SERVICES

SPEAKING | MODERATING | WORKSHOPS
Enthusiasm, engagement, transparency, and authenticity are crucial to delivering messages. My
passion for serving is the foundation of my sessions. I work with individuals and organizations to
cultivate talent and empower teams to identify and own personal skills for professional success in life.
Other topics available upon request
Living Significantly & Operating in Excellence
The Transilient You: Mastering Resilience During
Times of Transition
Identity Christ's: Faith, Purpose & Womanhood

HYOUman In The Workplace: Leveraging Personal
Skills for Professional Success
College & Career Readiness

ACADEMIC & EARLY CAREER COACHING
The ages of 16-24 are some of the most impressionable and challenging years to navigate, especially
with social media nabbing with unrealistic standards and expectations.
Sometimes, just having a voice of reason, a consultant, and a thought partner can help young adults
stay grounded and focused. Partnering with teens, college students, and young adults is a sweet spot.
My professional experience includes working as a post-secondary coach and speaking at various
colleges and universities. My passion for serving and inspiring millennials and gen-zers' to live a more
purposed, fulfilling, and meaningful life not only energizes me but provides hope for the future.
Services include, but are not limited to:
Goal & Objective Setting
ACT Prep
College & Scholarship Applications
Negotiating Salaries
Career Path Planning

Strategic Planning
Interviewing & Networking
Custom Goal-Oriented roadmaps
Professional Biography
LinkedIn Coaching

START-UP & ENTREPRENEUR CONSULTING
Are you an entrepreneur, author, podcaster, YouTuber, a small startup, or a new nonprofit with a
vision, solid concept, and ideas of what you'd like to do, but you're unsure how and where to start?
Perhaps your thoughts and ideas are all over the place, and you feel intimidated by taking the first
step. Maybe you're an overwhelmed DIY person or a checklist executing pro whose more task-oriented
and thrives better at carrying out a custom to-do list. If any of this sounds like you, I got you covered.
I can assist with business formation, publishing, strategic planning, creative brainstorming, branding,
content & product development, business coaching, and accountability. Project management & event
planning packages are available upon request.
Services include, but are not limited to:
Business Formation
Creative Brainstorming
Brand Identity
Professional Bios/Press Kits
Strategic Planning

Idea Cultivating
Custom Roadmaps
Branding
Content & Product Development

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
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CONSULTING PACKAGES
BUSINESS FORMATION
Legal formation information (LLC, Sole proprietor, Partnership, Corp, etc.)
2 One hour calls for collaborative needs and any questions or additional consultative support
EIN set up support
Bank set up advising
ONLY NEED A COUPLE OF THINGS?
Domain/hosting/social media handle consulting
MIX IT UP. CUSTOMIZABLE PACKAGES
Toll-free number/contact/PO box
ARE AVAILABLE.
Lean business plan framework

STRATEGIC PLANNING / IDEA FLUSHING
Business idea cultivation: creative brainstorming assistance (creating a business name, mission statement, etc.)
2 One hour calls for collaborative needs and any questions or additional consultative support
Flushing out a business concept, overview, and offerings
Strategy & planning (outline of business steps from inception to practicality)
Objectives & goal & audience capturing
Roadmap to obtain objectives and client’s desired goals (task/to-do list)
Budget framework: identifying needed costs, funding strategies, custom grants list
Identification of logistical need

BRANDING

(2 COMPLIMENTARY REVISIONS INCLUDED)

Creative consulting to identify brand colors, pallets, fonts, and design themes
2 One hour calls for collaborative needs and any questions or additional consultative support
2 custom logo options (created based on client’s guidance/feedback)
1 design theme applied to business cards and print materials
Website concepts aligned with brand identity (web building add-on avail depending on client's hosting platform)
1-2 Flyers or social media with editable templates (in all appropriate sizes for IG, FB, and Linkedin)
1-2 Page Media/press kit or brochure (applicable to client’s business type)

CONTENT & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Professional Bios (short and long version)
2 One hour calls for collaborative needs and any questions or additional consultative support
Website content (based on client’s project and need) this is the website's text
2-3 Social Media caption templates
2-5 Social media content concepts
Pre-production/production show ideas, rundowns, and script templates
Course content framework (outline), starter language and templates (depends on the depth of the course)
Product or Content development idea cultivation
2 complimentary revisions

BOOK PUBLISHING CONSULTING (60 DAYS)
Step by step guide to being a published (including budgeting templates/cost)
How to select PODs and pros/cons vs KDP (Amazon), Ingramspark, Bookbaby
2 45-minute coaching calls
Bi-Wkly custom to-do list based on where client is with the project
Access to shared google folder with meeting notes, minutes, deliverables, and to-do list

ACCOUNTABILITY & COACHING (60 DAYS)
Weekly 15m accountability check-in
1 monthly 45-minute coaching call
Bi-Wkly custom to-do list based on where the client is with project/deliverables
Access to shared google folder with meeting notes, minutes, deliverables, and to-do list

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
© 2022 Be The Inspired You, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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COACHING PACKAGES

BE THE INSPIRED YOU
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COACHING
Are you feeling stuck professionally, thinking about returning to school, or looking for something new,
maybe a career shift? Perhaps you need help navigating work drama, negotiating a salary, getting a
promotion, or you need support with what to do next.
I can help.
I believe there's you and an inspired version of you. The inspired you is your inner savage; that's the
relentless you who follows through on intentions, takes decisive action, speaks up, and sets goals while
executing them. The inspired YOU is the YOU; YOU were created to be.
What you get and what you'll gain
Six 1hr coaching sessions (1 call per week)
Partnership, accountability, and community
One 30-minute strategic planning session
One 30-minute goal-setting session
Bi-Wkly custom to-do list based on progress
Access to a shared folder
Midpoint check-in assessments
Complimentary affirmation ebook
Complimentary purpose finder download

Increased confidence and fulfillment
Less anxiety, feeling stuck and directionless
Clarity on vision and a blueprint to achieve goals
Practical tools to execute challenges, and goals
Tangible results

DREAMS BIGGER
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COACHING
Let's dream a bit. Where would you like to see yourself in the next six months or year? What do you look
like? What are you doing? Where are you (personally, professionally, financially, spiritually)? Now take a
moment and ask yourself what's stopping you from being there.
Did you know there's typically a gap between where you are and where you'd like to be? And I believe
life is not only about closing that gap but creating a legacy, living on purpose, and dreaming bigger!
Spoiler alert, you have everything it takes to win. You just need a little motivation, high-quality
coaching, and some accountability.
What you get and what you'll gain
Six 1hr coaching sessions (1 call per week)
Partnership, accountability, and community
One 30-minute strategic planning session
One 30-minute goal-setting session
Bi-Wkly custom to-do list based on progress
Access to a shared folder
Midpoint check-in assessments
Custom deliverable depending on package
Complimentary affirmation ebook
Complimentary purpose finder download

Increased confidence and fulfillment
Less anxiety, feeling stuck and directionless
Clarity on vision and a blueprint to achieve goals
Practical tools to execute challenges, and goals
Tangible results

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
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COACHING PACKAGES CONT.

LOVE LIVES HERE
RELATIONSHIP COACHING
One of the most important relationships you'll ever have is the one with yourself. Taking time to
honestly get to know you and assessing what you like, don't like, what you have to offer, and how you
see and treat yourself is crucial to relationship building. You've probably heard the phrase you can't
pour from an empty cup. Well, it is so true. Relationships take work, introspection, intentionality, and
communication.
And identifying toxic self-sabotaging behaviors and knowing where you are emotionally and if you're
even emotionally available for a relationship can set you up for success.
Whether you're single, dating, in a relationship, or married, whoever you're connected to (including
family and friends) can't get the best of you until you give that to yourself. Listen, we weren't created
to be islands or do life solo. And it's proven that we're more accountable, apt to learn, love, and grow
faster with others. You deserve to be loved properly and to eliminate anything hindering you from
achieving healthy and happy relationships. Are you ready to get the love you deserve?

JEREMIAH 29:11
SIGNIFICANT LIVING CHRISTIAN COACHING
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you,
plans to give you hope and a future," -God.
Guess what? God created you to be a unique solution to some of the problems in today's world. He
created you on purpose and with a mighty purpose at that. But balancing faith, morality, and living out
your purpose in a culture that does not promote character and integrity but elevates material and
instant gratification can be challenging.
Life isn't just about now, but it's about creating a legacy, living on purpose, and closing the gaps
between where you are and where God has called you to be. It is my delight to meet prospective
clients where they are while challenging their aptitude for growth.
I believe we all deserve to live the life we were created for and that we have everything we need to
win. The bible tells us faith without works is dead, meaning we can't believe in something without
putting in the work to achieve it.
So, I ask, are you ready to get to work? With accountability, a plan of action, prayer, consistency, and
great coaching, we can close those gaps and live a more fulfilling life.
What you get and what you'll gain
Six 1hr coaching sessions (1 call per week)
Partnership, accountability, and community
One 30-minute strategic planning session
One 30-minute goal-setting session
Bi-Wkly custom to-do list based on progress
Access to a shared folder
Midpoint check-in assessments
Custom deliverables for specific package
Complimentary affirmation ebook
Complimentary purpose finder download

Increased confidence and fulfillment
Less anxiety, feeling stuck and directionless
Clarity on vision and a blueprint to achieve goals
Practical tools to execute challenges, and goals
Tangible results

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
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WORKSHOP & SPEAKING PACKAGES

SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL
OPERATING IN EXCELLENCE WORKSHOP

PACKAGE A:
2 hr panel or moderator
Custom event promo graphic & social media post

PACKAGE B:
Six 1-on-1 coaching sessions
30 customized affirmations
Purpose & passion workbook
(10% off bulk sessions)

PACKAGE C:
Professional keynote/motivational speaking (up to 90 minutes)
Custom event promo graphic & social media posts

PACKAGE D:
Half-day seminar/workshop
Professional motivational speaking
Custom event promo graphic & social media post

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
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TESTIMONIALS

Darius, TV News Reporter
Her follow-up questions and her follow-ups after a session
developed me and cultivated a long-lasting relationship even after I
achieved my goal.

Ruth, CEO/Co-founder
Rahkal's clear thinking, creativity, insights into how to craft a message
for maximum impact, and her ability to connect with others
authentically really stand out.

Danny, Executive/VP
I also love that she brought so many people together and kept us all
highly engaged. I would highly recommend more workshops and
support!

Courtney, Small Business Owner
Rahkal's coaching style was perfect and tailors to the person whom she's
working with. She was relatable, engaged, and knowledgeable, and it was
evident that she cared. The homework assignments are what challenged
me. It made me put the words to action to actually start seeing a change.
It definitely motivated me for my future successes.

Emory University, Workshop Attendee
I enjoyed how the training was able to be used in my work and
personal life. I also liked that the gained knowledge will increase my
understanding of myself, as well as the team I work with. I am now
aware of my work style, which will be shared with my supervisor. This
information will make my transition into this new role easier.

PREVIOUS CLIENTS & COLLABS

CONTACT

Consultative package prices are based on an estimated hourly completion rate.
Some projects may take longer or shorter depending on the client's needs. Hours are
tracked accordingly. Integrity is crucial to me!

READY TO GET STARTED ON YOUR BOOK, PROJECT, BUSINESS, OR BRAND?

ARE YOU READY TO TAKE YOUR PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL LIFE, TEAM, OR GROUP TO THE NEXT LEVEL?

Let's Connect!
Email: rahkal@rahkalshelton.com
Website: www.rahkalshelton.com
Cell: (469) 708 6316

Affordable rates are available, and consultations are always complimentary.
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